I shall explore two kinds of caricatures and the differential responses they evoked in different publics. The first caricature is that of Dr B.R. Ambedkar in a state-mandated textbook that became controversial in 2012. The second caricature is more recent—the one casually drawn by renowned political psychologist Ashis Nandy at a literature festival where he characterised entire sub-populations—dalits, adivasis and Other Backward Classes, the three classes that have benefited from the policy of reservation (affirmative action) in independent India—as the ‘most corrupt’. Both these caricatures elicited highly polarised and contrarian reactions and were turned into issues of ‘free speech’ and ‘freedom of expression’ by the intellectual classes of India. Using images from the popular and social media, from cartoons and comic books, I will attempt to lay bare the fears of the well-entrenched intellectual classes and what they are afraid of losing.
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